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Editorial
It was a very sad moment when I learned that
David Boddington had lost his battle with cancer and
passed away on the 9th April aged 77. ‘Boddo’ was, and
always will be, a legend for his involvement in every aspect of aeromodelling. There
are not many model magazines that he did not have some connection with, either
starting them from scratch or as editor.
I only met him briefly on two occasions, but his influence on my participation
in this hobby was immense. When I first started, his book, “The Radio Control
Model Manual: A Step-By-Step Guide to the Remote Operation of Models”, became
my aeromodelling Bible.
When I took over the editorship of this humble, (by his standards), magazine,
I was amazed to see that his name was on the mailing list. The first edition I sent out
to him, and every one since, has given me a small “buzz” to know that he was
reading something that I had been part of creating. I will miss putting that particular
label on the envelope.
I would like, on behalf of MACI, to offer our condolences to the Boddington
family, and we know that through the influence that ‘Boddo’ had on us, he will never
be forgotten.

Chris Clarke
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Model Flying for Older Learners
My name is Michael Moakley from Doneraile living about five miles from
Mallow, Co. Cork. Up to June 2008 I was a dairy farmer with over a hundred cows
plus followers. This did not give me or my wife Nollag much spare time, but on
hearing the news of my wife having terminal cancer my priorities changed over a
matter of hours
I decided to sell the cows and enjoy the time that Nollag had left, with her
and the children.
Over the months of June, July, August and September we went on various
trips around the country culminating in the climbing of the Skellig Rock near
Valencia Island, Co. Kerry. On the 23rd October while on a trip to England to my
sister’s house near Chester, Nollag got completely paralysed from the wais down.
Going from Stoke on Trent Hospital back to CUH in Cork, then to Marymount
Hospice and finally home, where she died on January 1st 2009.
Suddenly I was left with four children to look after, and, like a lot of men, I
had left the rearing, education, School transport etc. etc. to my wife. Suddenly I was
a parent, diplomat, cook and taxi service, which was a shock to the system. Everyone
advised me to keep things as normal as possible, so we walked Galtimore mountain
and Carrauntoohil, cycled up the Ballyhhoura mountain trail during the Summer
along with the other activities that the children do.
I always had
an interest in model
planes since I saw
them in a display at
Mount
Alvernia
Hospital during some
event in the 1950’s.
These were control
line planes at that time.
Noel Barrett told me
that there was a very
good club in the
Mallow area, with
most of the members
working in the Mallow
Beet factory, (now
closed down).
Spectators
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Around 1989 I called in to
Noel Barrett’s shop and purchased
a High-Boy, plus all the fittings,
and went down to Waterfall where
the Cork Model Aero Club had a
field. There was a lot of flying
going on that day, so it was
towards the evening that I was
ready to go, but no-one had told me
about the rubber bands for holding
on the wings! Eventually I
borrowed two and someone put the
plane up for me. When I was given
the controls I did a few rounds, but
the plane started to head toward the
Diarmuid O’Mahony (with heli) & Ralph McCarthy ground at high speed.
Eventually my instructor got the plane back on an even keel again and gave
me back the controls. I went another few rounds but the same thing happened again.
When the instructor took the radio from me the second time it was too late. The
elastic bands came off, the wings sun around their own axis, but the fuselage headed
for the ground at high speed, hit a rock in the field and went into pieces. Abraham
Lincoln once said after losing an election, “I was too big to cry, and too hurt to
laugh”. So I came home with a plastic bag full of bits, and the wing and radio.
I said after that incident that flying was not for me, so back to Noel Barretts
and I bought a speedboat, (which we put into service again this year in Doneraile
Park lakes).
Whenever I would go
up into the attic, my sons
would be peeping up at the
wings of the high-Boy and I
would relate the story of my
misadventure to them. So
Tadhg, my 15 year old,
suggested we buy another
plane. Back to Noel Barrett’s,
where we purchased a Radian
glider. We brought it home but
crashed it on it’s first flight.
Some glue and tape got it back
Tadgh Moakley (left) & Ralph McCarthy
together and eventually we
had some limited success……but we always finished up crashing it.
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I met Ralph McCarthy at
Noel Barrett’s and he
advised us to come down
to the Cork Model Aero
Club site at Crossbarry
where he would give us
some tuition. We went
down on the Sunday and
Ralph showed us that it is
possible to fly without
crashing. We did this for a
few
Sundays
and
eventually we bought a
trainer.
I started building it and
cursed it many times
because the instructions
were
in
German.
Matt Quin after getting his A cert 13-09-2009
Eventually,
Noel
gave
me
Ralph McCarthy, Examiner
a Tutors instruction book
and I put it together.I installed the Webra engine from the crashed High-Boy and
headed on for Crossbarry. We had a number of flights over a few Sundays but I was
advised to get a new engine, so I installed an OS .46 in it.
Before installing the engine, Matt Quinn lent us his Tutor which Tadhg, my
son, flew around for a while. Unfortunately I tried it, and it seemed to be going all
right, but when I
gave the radio back
to the instructor, the
wing broke off in
mid air and it
crashed into a maize
field and we could
not find it. A search
party was organised
for the next day and
the crashed remains
were found. I said to
myself I must be
cursed.

Philip O’Brien, examiner, with Matt Quin, Dave Duff & Ralph
McCarthy
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While Tadgh has got quite proficient over the last number of months, I have
refused to try my hand until recently. I am after buying Matt Quinn’s electric
Apprentice and on the 2nd January 2010 I had my first successful flight under the
watchful eye of Ralph McCarthy and the second one on Sunday 17th. I think that if
they can teach me to fly, then anyone can do it.
We have recently bought an Ember indoor plane that we fly in Middleton
on Monday nights. My youngest son Eoin does a small bit of this as well.
Since we
started flying we
have made many
new friends, even
though the flying
site is 45 miles
from
us.
The
members are very
helpful, lending us
glow plugs, starters
etc. and cannot do
enough for us.
There is also a
great ‘social side’
to the club, and
when it rains and
we head for the
caravan, this is very
evident.

Dave Duff after getting his A cert 13-9-2009

You wouldn’t want to be too sensitive to criticism, be it in your flying, take
offs, landings or your choice of planes. At the moment a bigger caravan is being
purchased, and if the craic is half as good as in the ‘Fr. Ted’ caravan, as it is called,
many more happy times will be enjoyed by the Cork Model Aero Club in the
Crossbarry site for years to come.

Michael Moakley
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THE FLIGHT OF
TIME
GERARD FEENEY REMEMBERS SOMEONE
SPECIAL…
In May 2010 I’ll be ‘at it’ for thirty-five years in the R/C aeromodelling
game. Mercifully, this isn’t another rehash where I drone on about my first models!
Instead, it’s a short remembrance of my late aunt, Bridget Feeney, who helped me
get started way back when, and who passed away earlier this year.
When I was a sallow, shy,
introverted, reclusive and unconfident
youth of fifteen and sixteen, way back in
1975 and 1976, it was the allure of the
R/C aeromodelling hobby and sport that
engaged me. At that point in my life, the
act of building and flying R/C planes
called to me more than any other
interest. Previously I had done Airfix
plastic models, but it was the exciting
‘remote-control flying machines’ that
really appealed to me.
There was only one slight
problem stopping me ‘taking off’ in the
hobby/sport – I had no money! Well,
very little anyway.
So, after eighteen-months of
obsessing about the intriguing and
engaging pastime, and after creating
some truly dreadful F/F models during
that time, I managed to save some dosh
to buy a proper R/C model. But I was Gerard’s late aunt, Bridget Feeney, was the
still a long way from having all the stuff person who helped him get started in a hobby/
sport/obsession that has meant so much for
needed to finish the job, such as the allall these years.
important R/C gear, engine and
accessories.
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At that point, my aunt Bridget stepped in…
…It was she who gave me the money for my very first set of R/C gear – a
primitive two-channel, dry-battery-powered 27MHz outfit. But, to me, it was magic!
I think the equipment cost over £40.00 – a lot of money at the time, especially for
people like us who were not well off! More financial assistance followed, and in due
course I had my engine and accessories.
Over the years, Bridget helped me financially with my R/C aeromodelling –
and indeed generally. It’s thanks to her initial monetary assistance that I got going at
all. Otherwise it’s doubtful I could have afforded what was required – certainly not
until the 1980s, as opposed to the mid-1970s, when I did take to the skies.
Everything I have achieved in this ‘high-flying’ pursuit down through the decades
since then stems from her initial assistance, and for that I will be eternally grateful.
Bridget died from lung cancer on Saturday morning, February 20th, 2010, in
Roscommon Hospital, she was 87. I had feared the occurrence of her death for years
and wondered how I’d react and cope when she was gone. I knew I’d deeply miss
her as she was my favourite aunt, and indeed this is the case. I comfort myself with
the fact that she was ill only for a relatively short while and she didn’t suffer much.
It will take a long time to come to terms with my aunt’s absence. The
memories of
who she was
and how she
helped
me
down through
the
years
haunt
me.
And the allpervasive
sadness, along
with
the
‘unreal’ cold
empty
loss,
certainly are
e q u a l l y
challenging
feelings
to
deal with.
Any time Gerard flies from now on – either with a model or in the full-size
aircraft – the memory of Bridget will be ever-present.
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I have been relatively inactive in the R/C hobby and sport since 2003, but I
have never fully stopped. The last model I built was in the first half of 2009 and the
last time I flew that model was in September 2009. In due course, I hope to return
with more vigour to what was once an all-consuming passion for me, but there are
other things to do on my ‘life agenda’ before that happens. When I eventually do
come back more forcefully to building and flying R/C model aircraft, I shall be
keenly aware of Bridget’s absence. And I hope that the sadness I feel now will be
eased when I’m engaged once more in the precious pastime that she helped me get a
foothold in all those years ago.
I am a devout Atheist (is that a contradiction in terms?) but Bridget was so
religious! An interesting thing happened recently when I was sorting through her
possessions. I found a St. Christopher Medal which belonged to her. Many people
believe that this ‘charm’ protects the traveller. Co-incidentally, I am due to head off
to SE Asia in late March, 2010, and I have decided to bring Bridget’s ‘talisman’
along with me. I am struck by how I have reverted to ritual in an attempt to come to
terms with her death. It’s also somewhat ironic that a trinket which belonged to the
woman who helped me get into R/C model-flying will now also accompany me halfway around the World in the full-size aircraft!
So, to my dear-departed aunt Bridget Feeney, I offer up all my future flights
in your memory. Whether I’m in Ballybeg with the ‘Calypso’ or high above the
South China Sea or somewhere over the rainbow, you will never be forgotten…

Gerard Feeney
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VINYL STICKERS
FOR ALL YOUR VINYL STICKER NEEDS, DIE CUT COMPLETE
WITH APPLICATION TAPE, VARIOUS COLOURS.
NO CUTTING REQUIRED.
GET THAT PROFESSIONAL OR SCALE LOOK FOR ALL YOUR
LETTERING OR SHAPES. FULLY FUEL PROOF

John Smith

(mistral)

John Smith

(allegro)

John Smith (brush455)

IRL-6732 (yearbook) IRL-6732 (arial black)
IRL-6732 (zarana) IRL-6732 (stensil)
Over 600 Fonts available.
Spraying masks also cut using ‘ULTRA MASK’ low
tack tinted film which stretches for irregular
shaped surfaces.
EXTREME VALUE:
VALUE

e.g. 2 REG NUMBERS + 2 NAMES = €10incP.P.

Or 4 REG NUMBERS = € 10 inc P.+P.
CONTACT : Dessie Owens IRL-4503
PHONE : 087 2220824
E-MAIL : VINYL@AIMTECHLTD.NET
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Getting Converted
I would like to share with you a project I have being working on over the
Christmas break.
It’s a Multiplex Fox glider that I’ve converted to R/C. It has all micro radio
gear and a 300mAh mini receiver battery in it.
It flies great, and I am now working on a piggyback system for it. It will all
be lifted into the sky by dad’s Jumper 25 trainer. Should be fun.
The Photo’s should say it all…..
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Michael Blake
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Heli Challenge Trophy - Round 1
Midland MFC
After the very harsh freezing
weather and very few opportunities
to get in some pre-season practice
for Heli-challenge Trophy, I must
admit I was not very confident about
the first round being held in the
Midlands. However, I am happy to
report that the round was very
enjoyable and well attended with 11
registered competitors.
I would also like to welcome
the appointment of John O'Rourke
MACI Heli secretary. John's
Crowd Looks on at John’s Demo
experience in participating and
judging in heli-events and competitions all over the world will be invaluable to the
development of the HCT over the coming years.
Following the format that became popular
last year, there were a couple of A/B cert
examinations carried out in the morning while
everyone else prepared their machines and
chatted over coffee and biscuits.
When
t
h
e
competition
proper
got
going,
there
were 4 novice
a n d
7
Noel Campion - 1st Sportsman.
sportsman
Look at the size of that Plaque
entries.
The
conditions
were as tough for the judges as the competitors !
A light south-westerly, but man, it felt cold. We
Declan Gallagher - 1st Novice
had two light showers that allowed myself, Philip
and John to break for coffee between Set and Freestyle. A 'show of hands' was to
decide that due to the cold conditions and frozen judges - we would leave it at the
one round.
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Novice had a wide ranging level
of skill on show. Well done to some
newcomers for getting through their
first competition without any drama. I
remember the first time I flew in a
competition in Shannon and my right
leg felt like it had a mind of its own and
it just wanted to shake continuously !
3rd placed competitor was
Graham Dwyer, followed closely by
David Higgins in 2nd. Declan Gallagher
easily took 1st it must be said. Declan
Barry Kennedy - 2nd Sportsman
would seem to be well fit to progress to
Sportsman but I think people are still not
putting enough time and effort into practicing
their set manoeuvres, if they had done then
Declan's margin of over 50 points (before
normalising) would not have been so high.
Sportsman was very hotly contended
and was as much of a test for the judges and
it was for the competitors. Some familiar
faces from last year were back to show their
skills, like Romans Vanickis from the
Athlone club. Sylvester Lenihan had an
engine problem which meant he had to land
George Ryan - 3rd Sportsman
early during his freestyle round. P.J. Browne
and Diarmuid O'Mahoney were just off the pace and I'm sure will be a threat to the
front-runners as the season progresses.

First Timer Graham Dwyer

There was very little between the
first three places. However Noel
Campion clearly just had the right mix
of a clean set manoeuvres and a well
presented and competent freestyle
flight, full of energy. George Ryan and
Barry Kennedy caused the score
keepers some serious headaches as they
initially came in with identical scores,
which with only one round is difficult
to split. However CD John and Philip
got together to re-check everything and
came back with a definitive decision
placing Barry in 2nd and George in 3rd.
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Later in the evening when
everyone was winding down, John
O'Rourke obliged with a full-on
demonstration of a freestyle 3D
flight with his Align t-Rex 700
with Ys power.
A few words of thanks to
Ger Carter for help on the day,
Eamonn Morrissey for trophies,
James Lambe for organising the
very delicious cooked and prepared
dinners, and David Higgins and
Mick McEvoy for the photos. Also
fellow judges John O'Rourke and
Philip Hughes.

David Higgins - 2nd Novice

Results :
Novice
1st
2nd
3rd

Declan Gallagher
David Keogh
Graham Dwyer

Sportsman
1st
2nd
3rd

Noel Campion
Barry Kennedy
George Ryan

David McIntyre
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Adrian McShane sent in the following hoping it would be
useful:

Dublin BOLT + NUT co. ltd.
For all types of bolts nuts screws & washers
Unit 15 Western Parkway Business Centre
Lower Ballymount Road
Dublin 12.
Tel: 01 4509309 Fax: 02 4502101
Mobile: 087 6490180
Vat No: IE 4802241 E
Web site: www.dublinboltandnut.com

____________________________________________
____________________________________________

For Sale
Super Custom SC 60 Engine
Very Little Used
€60
Contact: D O Flaherty
021 4891718
087 7714874
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INDOOR FLY-IN WEXFORD
Last Sunday 28th February a few indoor novices held an indoor fly-in, in a
Large sports hall, (60m x 30m), in a small GAA club in Wexford, ‘Duffry Rovers’,
(the club Damien Fitzhenry hails from).

Group Shot

We (4 of us) had only started ‘indoor’ last year, and found it a little strange.
The walls arrive fast, as does the ceiling and floor. You must ‘rudder’ turn and
carefully use the throttle, two things I for one use very little, as do most sports fliers.
I have found this a great way of learning what my left hand is for (mode 2).After
several arrivals and lots of glue we were getting the hang of it and enjoying it
tremendously but had little interaction with other pilots. So it was decided that the
best way to learn was to invite as many pilots from around the country for a day, and
learn from them, along with having a load of fun.
What happened was
great; pilots from Cork,
Galway, Dublin, Waterford
and Northern Ireland arrived,
many more than expected.
They not only amazed and
entertained us but gave us
many a laugh too. Some
arrived with so many models
I thought they were moving
in!
A Little Hovering
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All versions of indoor foam
models, and even several lovely scale
helicopters. Over 25 Pilots flew,
sometimes as many as seven or eight at a
time.
We
had
Richard
Boyd
www.expressfly.org.uk from Northern
Ireland stunning us and also selling some
great equipment. Anyone interested in
Indoor should give his web-site a look,
nearly anything delivered for €5.There is
also a very good Forum on
www.gliderireland.net/forum in the indoor
section, you can see many photos from the
event there. P.J. Harte there flying a heli
with wings, a brilliant young pilot James
giving breathtaking displays from
Waterford. One certain pilot flying a little
P-51 was nearly an ‘ace’ in one day after
downing two planes in a minute. Others
chasing each other around the hall, but all
done in great fun.

The Pitts Area

We had organised a bit of food, and
I hope everyone enjoyed it. Many thanks to
those who helped and especially those who
travelled. A good day, some new friends, a
little learnt, what more could you ask for.
Though as the winter ends (it will
eventually I hope?) I hear the call of the
outdoors, I hope the winter practice has
helped and if it hasn’t I enjoyed it. Maybe
more people should give it a try? Little
models, little money but huge fun.

P.J. Hovering

Dessie Owens
Model County Flying Club
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MACI Safety Code
The following is designed to provide a minimum set of guidelines for new
and existing members to ensure their own safety, the safety of other members and of
the public. It may be freely used by clubs as a document to advise members on the
practical aspects of operating radio control models. It should be noted that it also
forms the basis of the questions used by examiners in the A/B "Certificate" scheme.
The code applies to both Fixed wing and Helicopter types, both internal
combustion (IC) and electric powered. Specific references as appropriate to
helicopters are preceded by (H) and to electric models by (E).

Section 1: Before setting out for the field
The following checks must be completed:
1.

Is the propeller the correct size for the model? Too small a prop can result in t
he engine over revving, while too large a prop places excessive loads on the
engine. It should be free from nicks and other damage, and properly balanced.
Otherwise a prop may be shed when rotating at high speed. An unbalanced
prop can lead to excessive vibration in the airframe, giving rise to many
problems from radio failure to bits falling off the airframe. When a spinner is
fitted it should not exert pressure on the blades of the propeller. It may be
necessary to cut away the spinner where it wraps around the blades to prevent
contact.
(H) Check that all rotor blades are in good condition, with no obvious
damage. Check mounting bolts and blade clamping area for security. Blades
should be balanced.

2.

Are the engine and silencer securely mounted? Even in the best constructed
model there is some vibration present. The vibration has the effect of
loosening the screws, allowing bits to fall off. Locking washers or locking
compound should be used on all critical screws and nuts.
(E) The power pack (or drive battery) needs particular attention as it is
typically a heavy component which requires suitable restraint by straps. It
also contains a large amount of electrical energy and therefore care should
be taken with all connections. These should be checked regularly for
looseness and to ensure all protective sleeves securely insulate them.
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3.

Are the receiver and transmitter batteries fully charged? A discharged battery
will result in total loss of control, and loss of the model. Partially discharged
batteries may appear to function correctly while operating the model on the
ground, but when the model takes off and servo loads increase combined with a
greater distance between transmitter and receiver, loss of control may be
experienced due to range problems. Hence the importance of range checks. The
types of cells used in modern r/c equipment vary from NiMh packs to Lithium
cell with voltage regulators and have discharge characteristics where they show
good charge initially and then go flat quickly towards the end of the cycle
without warning. A full charge in accordance with the manufacturer's
recommendations is required before a flying session. As a general guideline
most receiver LiPo batteries will be charged at 1C so taking approx one hour to
fully charge and NiMh batteries vary from 5 to 10 hours depending on charges
and cell type. One must be particularly wary of old batteries, or equipment laid
up for a number of years. It is a false economy not to replace all such batteries.
The use of an on-board battery checker or hand held meter used regularly is very
useful in preventing problems.

4. The receiver aerial also needs to be properly installed regardless of model type.
For 35MHz it is important to uncoil the aerial and exit the model to allow the
maximum length outside. It is recommended that it be tied back to the tail fin
with a simple restraining band. For 2.4GHx, the practice varies between
manufacturers but the principle of putting the aerial and receiver at 90 degrees
apart is fundamental to the success of the system and should be observed at all
times.
5.

Range checks should take place before flying any new model or when any
equipment is first used after an accident, or when any equipment is changed in a
model. The model aircraft should be range checked on the ground with the
engine running and model restrained. For 35MHz system the transmitter aerial
should be down to reduce power and on 2.4GHz system a special program or
button on the transmitter should be used to reduce the power output in a similar
way. The signal response is then checked by walking away for a distance of
approx 50 paces and seeing a normal response to all commands. As the range
increases even further the model should go into failsafe model for 35MHz PCM
receivers and all 2.4GHz systems and in regular non-PCM systems, the servos
will typically jitter and lose control. The optimum failsafe which should be
demonstrated, if available, is the engine going to tick over or off with the other
channels optional for this test. It is not considered appropriate to carry out an
engine or electric motor running range check with a helicopter without the use
of special equipment; however a range check with the internal combustion
engine off and throttle stick open should still be carried out. To demonstrate
failsafe satisfactorily to the examiners, it may be necessary to switch off the
transmitter, if the range check does not achieve the desired result.
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6. All radio equipment must be well isolated from vibration by foam insulating
pads or similar. The battery pack in particular needs restraint as its weight may
move the pack and disconnect from the switch. The aerial must be affixed in
such a way so as to prevent chafing on any part of the frame or entanglement
with moving parts. Some 2.4GHz receivers require a particular mounting system
and the specific manufacturers' data sheet should be followed in all cases.
7. Has the centre of gravity been checked and adjusted where necessary? The
balance point of a model has a major effect on the stability of a model during
flight. If it is too far back the model may be so unstable as to be uncontrollable.
A forward CG will normally result in a more stable model. The desired balance
point should be indicated on the plan or instructions, which came with the
model. If it is not as indicated it must be adjusted, preferably by moving existing
equipment, for instance the receiver battery pack forward or aft, or, if this is not
possible, by adding weight to the nose or tail.
(H) The model should hang level or nose forward when lifted by its flybar.
8. Are all the control surfaces and hinges secure? Do they move in the correct
directions? Looking at a model on the ground it is difficult to imagine the
stresses and forces on the airframe and surfaces in flight. Try putting your hand
out the window of a car travelling at sixty miles per hour, and feel the force of
air striking your hand to appreciate the effect on a model. For this reason it is
imperative that all control surfaces are well secured. Hinges should be well
glued and pinned where necessary.
9. Are the control movements correct? The elevator controls pitch, the aileron
controls roll, and the rudder controls yaw on an aeroplane. It is vital to check
that all the surfaces move in the correct direction and that the amount by which
the surface moves is appropriate for the particular surface and model. An
experienced modeller should always check this aspect of the model set-up.
(H) Particular attention should be given to "gyro direction", throttle opening
and pitch direction.
10. Does the engine stop when the stick and trim are fully back or the "kill" switch
is used? Apart from the fact that it is normally necessary to be able to stop the
engine after landing, it can also be useful at other times. For instance during a
test flight if the model is virtually uncontrollable, stopping the engine can slow
things down enough to make flying manageable, and allow the model to be
landed "dead stick".
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11. Are all the linkages secure? Plastic clevises split easily and can detach from the
control horn or servo arm. The clevises should be screwed on to the threaded
end sufficiently far to ensure adequate grip. When cables or snakes are used the
outer casing must be securely supported at both ends and in the middle if the run
is long.
(H) Check all links for stiffness or looseness, replace links on an ongoing basis
as necessary.
12. The following mechanical checks should be made; loose or missing nuts or
bolts, fuel tank and piping secure.
(H) Check for excess backlash in the gears ball joints, and that the gyro is
securely mounted.
13. Pilots should ensure that their radio equipment conforms to the latest version of
Document ODTR 02/71R (Jan 09) Permitted Short-Range Devices in Ireland.
This in general terms describes the Max Power Output as 100 mW ERP for any
radio type and the requirement to use equipment with a "CE" approval.
14. Has the model got its MACI Registration number attached?
15. If the model exceeds 7kg weight a large model registration permit is required. If
the model exceeds 20kg, separate approval from the Irish Aviation Authority is
required.

Section 2: On arrival at the field.
1. Check flight line /pits/parking arrangements and park your vehicle accordingly.
The flight line must not overfly the pits or the parking area. The pits area must
be chosen taking into account the direction of the wind.
2. Are the weather conditions suitable for the model, and for the experience level of
the pilot? Wind condition and visibility must be taken into account.
3. Do not switch on your transmitter until the local procedures are understood and
complied with.
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4. On 35MHz systems, only one model at a time may use any given channel.
Switching on a second transmitter on the same channel will result in interference
to both models, with potentially disastrous consequences. Check locally which
control system is in operation (usually called a pegboard) and comply with these
rules at all times. With 2.4 GHz systems frequency control is not an issue as
each Radio is operating with a unique digital code rather than a frequency.
However you should still observe the need to check procedures as some clubs
may have a unique peg for 2.4 GHz use and registration may also be required.
5. As an added precaution on 35MHz systems, call out your channel number loudly
or speak to the other pilots present to confirm their frequencies before switching
on so as to eliminate other pilots to a possible clash.
6.

Ensure that the wings are properly secured to the fuselage. If rubber bands are
used ensure that they are of sufficient quality and quantity. A minimum of six is
recommended.

7.

Check for secure mounting of the canopy.
(H) Check for secure mounting of boom clamps, main and tail rotor blades.

8. If circumstances dictate that a range check is required upon arrival, then look for
the assistance of a helper and inform others of your intention.
(E) It may be necessary to recharge the drive batteries at the flying site and if
this occurs, the following guidelines should be observed:
• Never charge battery packs in a model or left in a motor vehicle.
• Ensure a well ventilated area and never charge battery packs unattended.
• Check carefully that the charge rate and cell count are appropriate to the
pack.
•

The use of a fireproof bag or case is recommended for home use. At a flying
site it may not be necessary if it is in an open environment and if the pack is
separated form any combustible items.

• Lithium batteries, in particular, have a tendency to swell up and even
explode if charged incorrectly.
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Section 3: Starting the model
1. For fixed wing models have someone trustworthy to hold the model securely or
use a suitable restrainer.
2.

Ensure that all leads, tools, clothes, neck straps, etc. are well clear of the prop
and the throttle stick is at "low" when starting.
(H) Before any attempt is made to start, ensure the transmitter's flight condition
is "normal" and the throttle stick is "low". The helicopter should be held by the
rotor with one hand while starting with the other.

3. Ensure that nobody is standing in line with the prop disc. Any bystanders should
stand behind the model to avoid danger.
4.

(E) The final electric connection to be made is normally the drive battery and
should only be completed when satisfied that the model is operating correctly
and the throttle is off. The drive battery should be disconnected in all cases
before turning off the transmitter.

5. If flick starting the engine, use finger protection or a strong glove.
6. When the engine has started perform all adjustments from behind the model.
7. (H) Adjustments should only be made with the clutch disengaged and while
holding the rotor head firmly.
8. Ensure that the model is restrained at all times when the engine is running. Run
the engine at full throttle and hold the nose of the model up to ensure that the
engine will not lean out and stop. Model should be started and all adjustments
made only in the pits area
9. (H) Ensure that the rotor head is restrained by hand at all times while the engine
is running in the pits area.
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Section 4: Flying the model
1. The model must not be flown behind the pilot line, over cars, people, property, or
any other area which would constitute a hazard in the event of loss of control, or
an engine cut.
2. Pilots should stand together when flying, with their backs to the pits area.
(H) Applies to helicopters flying in the same airspace as fixed wing models.
3. Last thing before takeoff; check all controls for correct movement and direction
4. All take offs and landings must take place into wind.
(H) This does not apply to helicopters
5.

"Dead stick" must be called out in the event of an engine failure to alert other
fliers to give priority and to keep the runway clear.

6. "Landing" must be called clearly to alert others in the area.
(H) Applies to helicopters flying in the same airspace as fixed wing models.

In an emergency the model is the lowest
priority.
The cardinal rule is - "DITCH IF NECESSARY TO AVOID PEOPLE".
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For Sale

Flair Attila
Solartex Covered - Converted to Electric
Ready to go - Just add Xtal and LiPo
€150.00

Contact: Chris 0876564162
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Boora Bring and Buy & Fun Fly
Sunday 18th April,
Well, after all the hard work we
had done on the previous Saturday
preparing the field for the following
day's fun fly I headed for home at
about 8.00PM hoping tomorrows
weather would look kind on us. Up the
next morning at 6.30 AM and the sky
didn't look too bad, a bit cloudier than
yesterday, but thankfully no rain.
When I got to Boora at about
8.45am, Ger Carter had already
opened up and got most of the stuff
There has to be a bargain here somewhere !!!!!
ready. Didn't have to wait too long
until lads started to show up and we got
some good hot tea and biscuits into them.
First flight started at about 9.30am
and by 11.00 the field was buzzing with
lads looking for bargains at Eamon
Morrissey's pitch, Model Heli services,
Clinton and Shana Perrins and all the
other bits and pieces that were there. Like
other years the Real Flight 4.5 simulator
set up in our hut was a great attraction and
Dave Mack checking out George's
Qq Yak 54

at least gave the kids something to keep
them occupied.
Some great flying was done on
the day with everything from 3D to scale
and heli, as well. Some twelve clubs
from around the Country were
represented, with members coming from
as far as Dublin.

James Lambe and John Duggan having a
right olde chat
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Anna Morrissey and Declan
Heneghan looked after food on the
day with as many as fifty people
been fed on Boora Burgers, Hot
Dogs, Garlic bread and salad.
Everyone seemed to have enjoyed
same.

Anna Morrissey feeding the troops

At one stage, one of our
members, Dominic Pluncett, ( A
Full size Airline Pilot), turned to me
and said " you know Declan this is
probably the busiest Airport in
Ireland at the moment"

Hopefully, anyone that was after a
bargain wasn't disappointed and enjoyed
themselves on the day.
I would like to thank all our own
members that had helped on Saturday in
getting our field looking the best I have ever
seen it, and the compliments that were made
about same on Sunday by so many people
made it all worth while.
Most of all I would like to take this
opportunity to thank all who came from far
and near, and made our first Fun Fly of the
Season a wonderful success,
Liam Broderick having a chat with the boys
Thank You.

Declan Heneghan
Secretary
Midland Model Flying Club.
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2010 MACI Competition Dates
For the most up-to-date information visit -------www.maci.ie

Helicopter
May 14, 15 & 16

3DX Ireland All info on MACI web-site, 3DX web-site and
Waterford MFC web-site

September 11 & 12 Helicopter & Fixed Wing 3D Eire Cup

Waterford MFC
John O’ Rourke
087 7617911

Gliding
May 22/23

ISR Glide-in

Mt Leinster

June 12

SMFC Glide-in

Tountinna

September 11/12 ISR Glide-in

Mt Leinster
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Joe Doyle, 086 6032598
josephdoyle@mac.com
Gerry Buckley 086 3497493
gerryb2003@gmail.com
Joe Doyle, 086 6032598
josephdoyle@mac.com

Scale
Please Note
All Scale Championships, except the Scale Nationals, will be held on a Saturday. In the event of a large number of competitors or bad weather on the Saturday,
then the Sunday will be utilised. Please check with the contact below, or the MACI
web-site on the Friday that the competition is going ahead.

May 16

Scale Fly In

Curragh

Paul Fetherstonhaugh 087 1331736

May 29

Scale event

Midland MFC

June 12

Scale Gala

Model County MFC Des Owens

Declan Henegan 087 2625868

June 26 & 27 Leinster Scale Championships Portlaoise

087 2220824
Fergus O’Reilly
087 2888352

July 3 & 4

East Coast Scale Championships Roundwood MFC Tony Greene
087 2379056

July 11

Laois Scale Fly In

Portlaoise Paul Fetherstonhaugh 087 1331736

July 24 &25 Laois Scale championships

Portlaoise

August 8

Scale Fly In Midland MFC

August 29

Scale Fly In Model County MFC

Declan Henegan 087 2625868

September 5 Scale Fly In Roundwood MFC
September 18 & 19

September 26
October 3

Scale Nationals

Des Owens

087 2220824

Tony Greene

087 2379056

Portlaoise

Scale Fly In Curragh
Tipperary MFC Scale Fly In

Paul Fetherstonhaugh
087 1331736

Paul Fetherstonhaugh
087 1331736

Declan Gallagher 087 6310597
Littleton
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Maurice Walsh
086 8552631

F3A Aerobatic
May 8/9

Tipperary Champs

Carron MFC

May 29/30

Munster Champs

Cork MFC

Jim Howard

June 19/20

Leinster Champs
(Team Trial)

Roundwood MFC

Brian Carolan
087 6509848

July 3/4

Triple Crown Ireland Model County FC
Wexford

Brian Carolan
087 6509848

July 17/18

South Leinster Champs Model County FC
Wexford

Brian Carolan
087 6509848

July 31/August 1 Aerobatics Nationals
(August 2nd standby day)

Gordon James
086 8269840

Carron

Gordon James
086 8269840

Aug 27 - Sep 4 F3A European Aerobatics Champs Kapfenberg, Styria, Austria.
Contact Heidi Triebl-Waldhaus +43-1-505102877f3a-ec@aeroclub.at
Sept 4/5

F3A Aerobatics

IMAAA Stand By Date
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Brian Carolan
087 6509848

Lovely Fokker at the Boora Fun-Fly

Hovering at the Model County Indoor Fly-In

Pilots & Helis at the Heli Challenge Round 1

